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Task 1: Candidate 

photo 
Rationale 

 Mark  

1 1.2 3 Luciana copes reasonably well and responds appropriately, 

although in a slightly limited way. 

2 2.1 3 Luciana has reasonable pronunciation and good sentence stress 

in „my lovely sister,‟ but there are a few words that are difficult 
to understand. 

3 2.2 2 Although she provides examples of adjectives and correct word 
order, her accuracy is poor and her responses are brief. The 
examiner needs to provide support. 

4 3.1 2 Although she communicates the most important aspects of her 
message across, it is at a minimum level. She shows difficulty in 

expressing herself. 

5 3.2 3 Luciana gives personal information and spells her name 

accurately, but she does not communicate with enough ease and 
confidence for 4 marks. 

6 4.2 3 She communicates reasonably well e.g. “I love rock music”, “my 
lovely sister”, “I love she”. 

 Task2: Examiner’s                   
photo 

Rationale 

7 1.1 4 Although Luciana misunderstands the first utterance, she 
understands the gist of the conversation with ease and 
confidence. 

8 1.2 3 She understands key information reasonably well and uses 
checking back to clarify her understanding. 

9 2.1 4 She uses stress and information well to show interest and 
although there is mispronunciation of one or two words, she 

pronounces everything else with ease and confidence. 

10 4.1 4 Luciana responds very appropriately to the examiner‟s comments 

and feelings. She easily follows the simple discussion. Her non-
verbal and verbal contributions are relevant. 

11 4.3 3 She generally makes effective requests but some inaccuracies 
affect her ease and confidence. 
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Entry 1 Luciana Group discussion 

Task 3 : Group 
discussion 

Rationale 

12 1.1 4  Luciana easily follows the gist of the conversation.  

13 2.2 3 She communicates reasonably well using simple language of the 

level, although there are some errors. 

14 3.1 3 She gives a reasonably good description of her work, but doesn‟t 

demonstrate a wide range of language of the level. 

15 3.2 3 Luciana conveys relevant detail but does not do so easily, and she 
occasionally relies on other candidates‟ contributions. 

16 4.1 4 She responds appropriately at all times with ease and confidence 
and completely follows the discussion. 

17 4.2 4 She effectively expresses her likes and dislikes and clearly agrees 
and responds to questions. 

18 4.3 4 Luciana effectively obtains information from other candidates and 
inaccuracies do not impede communication. 

Whole exam 

               

Rationale 

19 1.3 4 She follows all instructions with ease. 

 
Total marks for Luciana: 63. As well as achieving more than 50 out of 76 to 

pass, she has also achieved more than 2 for every assessment criterion, and 
would pass at Entry 1. 
 

 


